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DIVERSITY MADE SIMPLE:
Multicultural Awareness & Diversity Training
For Helping Professionals
Learn how to reduce unintended cultural offenses that hinder
your professional effectiveness!
Discover new skills while learning how to help others from various
cultural backgrounds by using skills you already have?
Experience cultural awareness training that doesn’t make you feel
guilt and shame; instead, helps you feel encouraged and confident
in your ability to help others?
Lambers Fisher has a seminar for you!
Do you have a professional conference in need of a dynamic
keynote speaker? Do you have a team of professionals (or aspiring
professionals) in need of empowerment in their cultural
competency efforts? Are you in need of an encouraging panel
guest to contribute to a difficult discussion on how to healthily
strengthen relationships with diverse populations?

“Lambers was an excellent
instructor - lively, genuine,
with vivid clear examples
of application often
missing in other trainings
like this. Rich, hopeful and
inspiring.”
~ Clinical Therapist

BIO
Lambers Fisher, MS, LMFT, MDIV, is a marriage
and family therapist who has counseled individuals,
couples, and families from a variety of cultural
backgrounds, in private practice, non-profit
organization, as well as ministry environments. He
has a strong desire to help professionals in various
fields feel more comfortable, competent and
confident in their ability meet the needs of
whomever they have the opportunity to serve.
Lambers’ training experience includes keynote
addresses, facilitating workshops, guest lecturing, as
well as being an adjunct instructor on various aspects
of diversity in counseling.
Lambers’ Expertise Has Impacted These Organizations:

Lambers can customize a multicultural awareness and diversity
training to specifically address the needs of your event – including
emphases on social justice, reconciliation, professional and
community relationships, and the role of ethics (and faith) in
healthy multicultural interactions.
Lambers is available to speak to mental health professionals,
business professionals, students and education professionals,
law enforcement agencies, ministry and churches leaders, media
professionals, and other helping professionals.

OFFERINGS AND RATES

1-hour session

For More Information or to Book Lambers, Visit:

LAMBERSFISHER.COM
(RATES DO NOT INCLUDE TRAVEL EXPENSES)

2-hour session

3-hour seminar

Full day seminar
(Up to 6 hours)

$200 - $300

$300 - $500

$500 - $800

$1000 - $1500

